
	
	

Coming	to		
B&D	Creekside	Activity	Center!	

	
Minna	Martimo	

Seminars	
	
	

October	15,	16	&	17,	2019	
	
We are excited to announce that OneMind Dogs coach will be coming to Latrobe in October!  We’re organizing 3-days of 
seminars, taught by OneMind Dogs Coach from Finland. 

The Coach presenting the seminars is Minna Martimo.  Seminars will be on Course Training.  We can adjust the themes for training 
for your group and what you find most interesting. For example: ”all you need to know about lead changes," how to use your 
position, chest laser-day, young dogs, OneMind Dogs foundations, clean run training, how to use keywords… All of these can still 
be like ”course training” but the theme is for what I will focus the teachings on that day.  Sometimes the theme forms itself once 
we start.  Each seminar will also have a mental management tool for exhibitors to learn.  The schedule of the seminar day starting 
at 8 am and will be 3 hours and 45 min.  We will break for lunch and resume back at 1 pm for another 3 hours and 45 min. 

Minna’s kind of agility looks like this: both the handler and dog have their responsibilities and both trust each other to do their job, 
there is great connection and understanding between the dog and the handler.  Minna is a very precise handler who wants to have 
all the possible tools in her handling toolbox.  She says that she gets the best kicks when both she and her dog can show their 
skills. 

Minna is passionate to see agility courses from the dog´s perspective and to understand the dog´s lines as well as the three Cs, 
and then making good handling choices based on these facts.  Minna loves perfecting different handling techniques, proofing 
obstacle skills by distraction training and solving problems just to mention a few. 

Minna has got an eye for the details but tries to make sense of the big picture as well.  Minna says:  “I try to find a way to make 
every team get to their next level in some way in every training, sometimes it might be something big and sometimes it is a small 
thing that makes all the difference.  I am encouraging and praise a lot, but also point out the things that need training and fixing 
and help you fix them on the spot and with homework.  I like to give handlers those light bulb moments that I have gotten myself 
so many times when training with my OneMind Dogs Coaches.                                                     

 
 

Cut	&	Mail	with	Payment-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	

TO	REGISTER,	send	form	with	payment	to:	
Creekside	Event	Center,	500	Avenue	B,	Latrobe	PA		15650	

	
Tuesday,	October	15		 	 				Wednesday,	October	16		 	 Thursday,	October	17	

																																				Course	Training																				 	 			Course	Training	 	 	 										Course	Training	
	

Working	Spots	$225	per	day	-	Limited																					 							Auditing	$75	–	Unlimited	
	
	

Your	Name:______________________________________	Phone_____________________	Email:_______________________________________________________	

	
Tuesday																										Wednesday		 Thursday		 	 Payment	Amount:_____________________	

																Dog’s	Name:___________________________________________________Breed_________________________________________Birth	Date__________________	
	
	
		


